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NOTE:  There is no lab/activity for this lesson, as in other lessons.

How to use this material:
During the course of this lesson, your child should:

• Read the material in the text and rewrite it in their own words.
• Complete the practice sheet, then write their own, complete with answer key. 
• Complete the lab activity, then write their own, complete with suggestions on how to best 

perform the lab.
• Take the assessment to ensure they understand the material, then write their own, along with 

solutions.
These steps should be followed by a debrief, in which you and your child will discuss the lesson.  
Please send us your suggestions, as well as any materials your child writes (text, practice, lab, 
assessment) so that we may incorporate it into the curriculum.1

We welcome any help you are willing to provide in supporting this project.  Even if you're not a chemist
or a professional educator, you can help in the following ways:

• Let us know about minor fixes.  If you find anything from a factual to a stylistic error, or even 
a typo, let us know by using this form.

• Let us know if you find big problems.  Does something need rewriting?  Let us know by 
contacting us using this form.

• Give us your resources.  If you've done one of these lessons and have put something cool 
together, email us at misterguch@chemfiesta.com so we can include it!

• Volunteer.  Do you want to edit this curriculum?  Do you have things to add?  Would you like 
to write some of these lessons?  Let us know!

• Publicity.  Tell your friends about these resources.  When the community grows, the project 
keeps growing!

Thank you for using this resource, and please consider helping out!

1 Any submitted material added to the curriculum will be licensed under the same Creative Commons license as the rest of this material 
and will be free for others to use and adapt.  Please make sure your name is included somewhere on the submitted resource(s) if you 
wish to receive credit for your work.  All submitted resources may be edited for accuracy, formatting, and style.
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Lesson 7:  Matter vs. Energy

Now that we've learned how chemists study the world, it's time to actually start doing some 
work of our own.  Though I know you're already familiar from your earlier studies with some of
the most basic terms, you may be surprised to find that things are considerably more 
complicated than you've already seen.  This doesn't just go for the complex ideas, as even 
things that seemed simple can get complex.  

To see what this means, let's examine two topics that you've probably heard a lot about:  
matter and energy.

Matter

Matter is, according to some definitions2, the basic structural component of the universe.  
While this definition is true, it tells us what matter does, rather than what matter is.  As a 
result, we're going to use a simpler definition of matter:  Matter is stuff.

This may not sound like much of an improvement.  After all, “stuff” isn't really a scientific term. 
Oddly, this turns out to be a very effective and functional definition.  What's that over there on 
the floor?  Some stuff your brother dropped (perhaps a shirt?)  What's in that balloon?  Some 
of that helium stuff that makes your voice high.  What's Jupiter made out of?  I'm not sure, but
it's got a lot of stuff in it.  The shirt, the helium, and whatever Jupiter is made out of are all 
examples of matter.

More examples of Stuff

I've got a bunch of stuff in a box in my closet.  There's 
stuff inside of a balloon.  I can pour a bunch of stuff over 
your head and have stuff for dinner.  Because of this, we 
can say that everything we would describe as physical, 
tangible “stuff” is made of matter.

This stuffed crab is an example of stuff.3

Matter always has mass and volume, so if you can weigh something and find its size, it's 
made of matter.4

2 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/matter
3 By Jebulon (Own work) [CC0], via Wikimedia Commons
4 One interesting case where matter might not have volume is the case of the common electron.  It's not clear what, if any, volume that an

electron has because of its unusual properties, but one thing that all researchers can agree on is that if they have volume, electrons are 
really, really small.
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Vacuum – The Absence of Matter

Sometimes we have a space that contains no matter at all.  The term for such a space is 
vacuum.

The concept of a vacuum can be hard for some people to visualize.  After all, there's always 
something around us in our everyday lives.  Though we can't see it, we know that we're 
surrounded by air.  In a vacuum this just isn't the case – if you're located in a vacuum, you're 
not surrounded by anything at all.

Nobody has yet created a vacuum.  However, the following are notable examples of partial 
vacuums where some of the matter has been removed.

Vacuum source
Pressure (as % of

atmospheric pressure)

vacuum cleaner 80%

incandescent light bulb 70%

air pressure at altitude of 20 km 1.5%

fluorescent light bulb 0.3%

air pressure at boundary of space
(100 km)

0.000045%

deep space 0.0000000001%

Energy

Unlike matter, energy is not made of stuff.  In fact, energy is not a thing at all.  Instead, 
energy is a measure of something's ability to make something else move around.5  Energy 
comes in two forms: 

• Kinetic energy is the energy something has because it's moving.  A bullet has a lot of 
kinetic energy because when it hits something it will apply a lot of force to it.  A wall has
no kinetic energy because it's not able to make other things move in the same way.

• Potential energy is energy something has stored within it.  Chemical bonds are the 
main source of potential energy we'll see in this course, but there are others.  For 
example, if you were to hold a brick over the pavement, it has potential energy 
because when you let go it will fall to the ground.

This leads us to the idea of the law of conservation of energy, which states that energy can 
neither be created nor destroyed.  A gallon of gasoline has a lot of potential energy in its 

5 Put in more scientific terms, energy is the capacity of something to perform work or to heat something else up.  Since work involves 
moving things and heating things up involves moving atoms around, I feel OK with the definition above.  For a more complete 
explanation, check out https://cosmosmagazine.com/physics/what-is-energy.
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chemical bonds, and when a car burns it this is converted to kinetic energy that makes the car
move.  It's no problem to move energy from one place to another, so long as you always 
remember that the total amount of energy that one thing gains must be equal to the amount of
energy that something else lost.

The powder in these bullets stores energy in the 
form of chemical bonds.  When the bullet is fired, 
these bonds rapidly break and the potential 
energy within them is converted into the kinetic 
energy that fires the bullet.6

We will discuss energy at great length in the lessons on thermodynamics later in this course.

What's the Relationship Between Matter and Energy?

As is usually the case, the world rarely works out to be as convenient as we'd like.  Such is 
the case when talking about mass-energy.

Remember our definitions of mass and energy?  They seemed mutually-exclusive to one 
another.  After all, matter consists of stuff and energy is the ability something has to move 
other stuff around.  Though we can imagine that one of these things could affect the other, it's 
hard to imagine that they're somehow the same as each other.

The first person to see that this was true was Albert Einstein.  In 1905, he realized that mass 
and energy were really the same thing, and that one could be converted to the other.  An 
explanation for how this works is a bit complicated to discuss here7, but the relationship 
between mass and energy is probably already well-known to you:  e = mc2.

The most important way in which this is important is in the case of nuclear reactions.  For 
example, if we split an atom of uranium-235, we form several smaller products.  The 
interesting thing is that the mass of these products turns out to be less than the mass of the 
original U-235 atom.  The “missing mass” is converted to energy, which is why nuclear 
reactions give off heat.  

6 By ArmourerIAA (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL 
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons.

7 For the curious, here's a relatively “simple” explanation:  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/significance-e-mc-2-means/
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How Much Mass?

We know that atomic bombs give off a lot of 
energy from the conversion of mass to energy.  
This leads to the question “How much mass 
actually gets converted during this process?”  
Using the equation e = mc2, we can calculate 
that the energy given off by the atomic bomb 
that dropped on Hiroshima, Japan in 1945 was 
the result of the conversion of about 0.75 grams
of matter to energy – about ½ the amount of 
matter in a large paper clip.  The amount of 
energy needed to power the entire world would 
require the conversion of roughly 2.1 metric 
tons of matter to energy – roughly the mass of a
large SUV.8 Hiroshima, Japan, shortly after the atomic bombing.9

The Main Ideas in This Lesson

• Matter is the stuff that things are made of.

• A vacuum is a space where there is no matter.

• Energy is the ability that something has to move something else around.  Energy can 
be interconverted from one form to another, but cannot be created nor destroyed.

8 As of 2014.  https://www.americangeosciences.org/critical-issues/faq/how-much-worlds-energy-does-united-states-use
9 By US government, Post-Work: User:W.wolny [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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Glossary

energy:  A measure of something's ability to make something else move around.  

kinetic energy:  The energy something has due to its motion.  A bullet has a great deal of 
kinetic energy when fired because it is moving very quickly.

law of conservation of energy:  Energy can neither be created nor destroyed.  However, it 
can be converted from one form to another.

matter:  The stuff that makes up the things in the universe.  Matter has volume and mass.

potential energy:  Stored energy – in chemistry, this usually takes the form of chemical 
bonds.  Gasoline has a great deal of potential energy which it gives off when burned.

vacuum:  A space that contains no matter.
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Lesson 7 Practice Sheet

1) Is it reasonable to say that everything is either matter or energy?  Explain.

2) Explain why a car moving at 16 kph (~10 mph) and a bullet moving at 3500 kph (~2200
mph) have the same amount of kinetic energy.

3) Explain why a pile of firewood has more potential energy than the same quantity of 
ash.

4) Give an example of how energy can be converted from one form to another.

5) Is there any such thing as a pure vacuum?  Explain why or why not.
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Lesson 7 Practice Sheet Answers

1) Is it reasonable to say that everything is either matter or energy?  Explain.
It depends on how you think about it.  Everything consists of either matter or energy, but
it seems reasonable to say that a vacuum can be referred to as something , despite “ ”

its being a lack of matter.

2) Explain why a car moving at 16 kph (~10 mph) and a bullet moving at 3500 kph (~2200
mph) have the same amount of kinetic energy.
Imagine somebody tossing you a ball.  Baseballs are relatively light, and usually thrown very 
quickly.  When you catch it, you would feel a great deal of force on your hands.  Bowling 
balls, on the other hand, are relatively heavy and are thrown slowly.  However, even though
it would be slower when you catch it, you'd still feel the same force on your hands 
because it's much heavier than the baseball.  Because of this, light items moving quickly 
can have the same kinetic energy as heavy items moving slowly.

3) Explain why a pile of firewood has more potential energy than the same quantity of 
ash.
In chemistry, potential energy is stored as chemical bonds.  Because ash is made of wood 
that has been burned, the energy in these stored bonds was given off as the wood burned.

4) Give an example of how energy can be converted from one form to another.
A few examples:
◦ When a fired bullet hits a wall, the kinetic energy of the bullet is converted to heat.
◦ When vinegar reacts with baking soda, energy moves around as chemical bonds are 

broken and formed.
◦ Putting a pan on a hot stove causes its temperature to increase.
◦ Dropping a bowling ball down a trash chute converts gravitational potential energy to 

kinetic energy of motion.
◦ When an airplane breaks the sound barrier, some of its energy of motion is converted 

to sound in a sonic boom.

5) Is there any such thing as a pure vacuum?  Explain why or why not.
No.  Though it is possible to remove most gas molecules from a space, some always 
remain.  Though it's hard to find a definitive value, the best vacuum recorded seems to be 
somewhere in the range of one quadrillionth atmospheric pressure.10

10 https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/best-vacuum-ever-achieved.893876/
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Lesson 7:  Assessment
1) What is the difference between matter and energy?

2) What does the law of conservation of energy state?

3) What is the difference between kinetic and potential energy?  Give an example of each
that we haven't yet discussed in this lesson.

4) Why are suction-based floor cleaners called “vacuum cleaners” when their internal 
pressure is still 80% that of normal atmospheric pressure?

5) Indicate which of the following has more energy, giving reasons for your answer:

◦ A one kilogram block of wood or a two kilogram block of wood.

◦ A man riding on a motorcycle or a man riding in an airplane.

◦ Air inside of a pressurized tank or the same quantity of air outside of the tank.

◦ A vacuum or the same volume of air.
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Lesson 7 Assessment – Answers 
1) What is the difference between matter and energy?

Matter is the stuff that things are made of, while energy is the ability that something 
has to move other stuff around.

2) What does the law of conservation of energy state?
Energy can be neither created nor destroyed, though it can be converted from one form 
to another.

3) What is the difference between kinetic and potential energy?  Give an example of each
that we haven't yet discussed in this lesson.
Kinetic energy is energy of motion and potential energy is stored energy.  One example of 
kinetic energy is the energy that a bird has as it flies across the yard.  An example of 
potential energy is the gravitational energy that a bird has because it is above ground 
level.

4) Why are suction-based floor cleaners called “vacuum cleaners” when their internal 
pressure is still 80% that of normal atmospheric pressure?
Vacuum cleaners result in lower air pressure, which means that there are fewer gas 
molecules than before.  Though this isn't a perfect vacuum (i.e. there are still gas 
molecules present), it is a partial vacuum.  This is where the name comes from.

5) Indicate which of the following has more energy, giving reasons for your answer:

◦ A one kilogram block of wood or a two kilogram block of wood.
A two kilogram block of wood because there are more chemical bonds present in which
to store energy.

◦ A man riding on a motorcycle or a man riding in an airplane.
A man riding an airplane is moving faster, so has more kinetic energy.

◦ Air inside of a pressurized tank or the same quantity of air outside of the tank.
Pressurized air will expand when it leaves the tank.  When it does this, it will move 
other stuff around.11

◦ A vacuum or the same volume of air.
This is a trick question.  Though a vacuum doesn't contain matter, it may contain 
electromagnetic energy.  However, if this factor was the same for both the vacuum 
and the air, the air would have more energy due to the motion of the air molecules.

11 In case you're curious, this is referred to as “PV work” among the thermodynamics crowd.
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Lesson 7:  References for Further Study

Different Forms of Energy:  
A site that goes into more depth about different forms of energy.  
http://www.solarschools.net/resources/stuff/different_forms_of_energy.aspx

Different Methods of Electrical Power Generation:  
Note:  Though these sites each explain how energy is generated, they tend to downplay any 
negatives to their technologies.  You are encouraged to learn more about the pros and cons 
of each energy source on your own.

• FAQ about Nuclear Energy:  https://www.nei.org/Knowledge-Center/FAQ-About-
Nuclear-Energy

• Hydroelectric Power:  How it Works:  https://water.usgs.gov/edu/hyhowworks.html
• Wind 101:  The Basics of Wind Energy:  https://www.awea.org/wind-power-101
• Electricity From Coal:  https://www.duke-energy.com/energy-education/how-energy-

works/electricity-from-coal
• Waste-to-Energy:  http://www.deltawayenergy.com/wte-tools/wte-anatomy/
• How Solar Works:  http://www.gosolarcalifornia.ca.gov/solar_basics/how.php
• Natural Gas:  http://naturalgas.org/overview/uses-electrical/
• Unusual Ways of Making Electricity:  http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/8-unbelievable-

new-ways-generating-electricity/

Vacuum Techniques
If you've ever wondered how people actually achieve high vacuum conditions, here's the 
knowledge you need.  Some of this is a little dense, but you can probably skip around a bit 
without too much trouble.  
http://web.physics.ucsb.edu/~phys128/experiments/vacuum/VacuumRev07.pdf 
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